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An exclusive retreat comprising of 17 elegant guest tents, Amanwana offers back-to-nature adventure on Moyo Island, a 
national park east of Bali in the Flores Sea. Swim with whale sharks, hike to hidden waterfalls and experience some of the 
best scuba diving and snorkelling in Indonesia. 
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An exclusive retreat comprising of 17 elegant guest tents, Amanwana offers back-to-nature adventure on Moyo Island, a 
national park east of Bali in the Flores Sea. Swim with whale sharks, hike to hidden waterfalls and experience some of the 
best scuba diving and snorkelling in Indonesia. Overlooking Amanwana Bay, the camp offers its own beachside 
restaurant and spa tents and can arrange multi-night cruises through Komodo National Park aboard Amandira, Aman’s 
five-cabin yacht. 
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Amanwana, ‘peaceful forest’, is an exclusive, camp-style retreat on Moyo Island, a national park and natural paradise 
east of Bali. In a private bay overlooking the Flores Sea, this idyllic hideaway presents 17 elegant guest tents; a beachside 
restaurant, spa and library; and back-to-nature adventures. Experience thrilling encounters with whale sharks and some 
of the best scuba diving and snorkelling in Indonesia. Jungle treks provide the chance to discover waterfalls, while multi-
day, on-sea adventures aboard Amandira, Aman’s five-cabin yacht, explore Komodo National Park and the marine-rich 
archipelago of Raja Ampat.   
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Amanwana, ‘peaceful forest’, is an exclusive retreat on Moyo Island, a national park and natural paradise east of Bali. In 
a private bay overlooking the Flores Sea, this conservation-supporting wilderness hideaway presents 17 elegant guest 
tents; a beachside restaurant, spa and library; and back-to-nature adventures, ranging from thrilling encounters with 
whale sharks to some of the finest scuba diving and snorkelling in Indonesia. 

Due to its remote location, accommodation is offered on a full-board basis, with meals served in the Restaurant 
overlooking Amanwana Bay, Medang Island and the mountains of Sumbawa. Produce is grown in the resort’s kitchen -
gardens, seafood is sourced from the surrounding sea and tropical fruits and herbs add the unmistakable taste of 
Indonesia to every dish. A secluded sundowner at the Bar, set atop a volcanic ridge, is the perfect way to begin your 
evening while reliving the day’s adventures. 

One of Amanwana’s most unique and exhilarating experiences is swimming alongside majestic whale sharks. A sunrise 
cruise to UNESCO-protected Saleh Bay, with breakfast served onboard, is followed by a guided underwater encounter 
with these gentle giants. Scuba diving and snorkelling enthusiasts will discover an array of marine life on pristine reefs 
just minutes from camp, while jungle treks reveal hidden waterfalls and abundant birdlife. 

From Amanwana’s coral-fringed shores, multi-day, on-sea adventures are possible on Aman’s yacht, Amandira, to Rinca 
Island and through the marine-rich archipelago of Raja Ampat. The custom-built, 52-metre, two-masted Phinisi sailing 
vessel offers five spacious cabins, sleeping 10, with a crew of 14. Amandira can travel under sail as well as motor, with 
dive facilities including Nitrox to allow longer dive times for experienced divers. 
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Amanwana, ‘peaceful forest’, is an exclusive camp on Moyo Island, a national park and natural paradise east of Bali. In a 
private bay overlooking the Flores Sea, this conservation-supporting wilderness hideaway offers accommodation in 17 
luxury guest tents; a beachside restaurant, spa and library; and back-to-nature adventures ranging from thrilling 
encounters with whale sharks to some of the finest scuba diving and snorkelling in Indonesia. 

The camp’s spacious guest tents rest along the shoreline beneath a canopy of tropical forest. Each 58-square-metre tent is 
constructed on a solid foundation from which wooden walls with large picture windows rise. Canvas ceilings are covered 
with a separate, waterproof exterior layer and coral stone surrounds the hardwood deck of each tent. Air-conditioned 
interiors feature Indonesian island artwork, hardwood flooring, a spacious sitting area, king-size bed, writing desk and 
large bathroom. Wireless Internet access is available in the tents and throughout the rest of the camp.  

Due to Amanwana’s remote location, accommodation is offered on a full-board basis, with meals served in the 
Restaurant, overlooking Amanwana Bay, Medang Island and the mountains of Sumbawa. A daily menu of Asian and 
Western food is served at breakfast, lunch and dinner, with fresh produce harvested from the island’s kitchen -gardens, 
seafood sourced from the surrounding waters and tropical fruits and herbs adding the unmistakable taste of Indonesia to 
every dish.  

The camp’s open-air, jungle-fringed Spa is set back from the beach beneath a roof of shady tamarind trees. Three 
treatment rooms overlook Amanwana Bay – serene sanctuaries in which to enjoy Indonesian treatments, including 
Javanese massages.  

Another inviting place to pause is the Bar, set atop the volcanic ridge above the camp. A secluded sundowner 
accompanied by panoramic views is the ideal way to start an evening while reliving the day’s adventures, perhaps 
followed by a starlit campfire dinner on the beach. 



One of Amanwana’s most unique and exhilarating experiences is swimming alongside majestic whale sharks. A sunrise 
cruise to UNESCO-protected Saleh Bay, with breakfast served onboard, is followed by a guided underwater encounter 
with these gentle giants. Other highlights include scuba diving and snorkelling expeditions, with a host of sites just 
minutes from the camp’s private jetty. Jungle treks on Moyo Island reveal hidden waterfalls and abundant birdlife, and 
cruises to other islands are easily arranged. 

From Amanwana’s coral-fringed shores, multi-day, on-sea adventures are possible on Aman’s yacht, Amandira, to Rinca 
Island, within Komodo National Park, and through the marine-rich archipelago of Raja Ampat. The custom-built, 52-
metre, two-masted Phinisi sailing vessel offers five spacious cabins, sleeping 10, with a crew of 14. Amandira can travel 
under sail as well as motor, with dive facilities including Nitrox to allow longer dive times for experienced divers. Two 
cabins are fitted with king-size beds, while the third offers a queen-size bed or twin beds. Two further cabins have double 
bunk beds.   


